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The multifaceted role of PARP1 in RNA biogenesis
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Abstract

Poly(ADP-ribose) polymerases (PARPs) are abundant nuclear proteins that

synthesize ADP ribose polymers (pADPr) and catalyze the addition of (p)ADPr

to target biomolecules. PARP1, the most abundant and well-studied PARP, is a

multifunctional enzyme that participates in numerous critical cellular pro-

cesses. A considerable amount of PARP research has focused on PARP1's role

in DNA damage. However, an increasing body of evidence outlines more rou-

tine roles for PARP and PARylation in nearly every step of RNA biogenesis

and metabolism. PARP1's involvement in these RNA processes is pleiotropic

and has been ascribed to PARP1's unique flexible domain structures. PARP1

domains are modular self-arranged enabling it to recognize structurally diverse

substrates and to act simultaneously through multiple discrete mechanisms.

These mechanisms include direct PARP1-protein binding, PARP1-nucleic acid

binding, covalent PARylation of target molecules, covalent autoPARylation,

and induction of noncovalent interactions with PAR molecules. A combination

of these mechanisms has been implicated in PARP1's context-specific regula-

tion of RNA biogenesis and metabolism. We examine the mechanisms of

PARP1 regulation in transcription initiation, elongation and termination, co-

transcriptional splicing, RNA export, and post-transcriptional RNA processing.

Finally, we consider promising new investigative avenues for PARP1 involve-

ment in these processes with an emphasis on PARP1 regulation of subcellular

condensates.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

The genome is stored in the nucleus as chromatin, which is composed of DNA and proteins. The basic unit of chroma-
tin is the nucleosome, which consists of roughly 146 bp DNA wound around an octamer of histone proteins. The struc-
tural organization of repeated nucleosomes allows for orderly compaction of vast genomic material within the confines
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of the nucleus and helps to protect an organism's genetic information from damage. However, the tight compaction of
chromatin must be alleviated for nuclear processes, which require direct access to DNA such as transcription, replica-
tion, and DNA repair. Thus, factors that regulate the structure of chromatin must encompass mechanisms for both
deliberate, targeted alterations to chromatin structure in response to cell signaling and to respond rapidly to environ-
mental cues and DNA damage. Poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase (PARP) is one such family of multifunctional enzymes
that are able to mediate these complex changes to chromatin structure.

PARP1 belongs to a group of proteins also known as ADP-ribosyl transferases, composed of 18 members in humans
(Barkauskaite, Jankevicius, & Ahel, 2015). PARP1, the founding member of this group of proteins, is often called the
guardian of the genome. PARP1 has well-described roles in responding to DNA damage, either by loosening chromatin
at specific loci to promote DNA repair, or in the case of extensive damage, promoting cell death for the maintenance of
genome integrity. More recently it has been understood that in the absence of DNA damage, PARP1 also plays an inte-
gral role in regulating gene expression. Given PARP1's influence over chromatin structure, it is logical to envision
PARP's role in the opening of chromatin to enable transcriptional initiation. However, over the last decade, it is becom-
ing increasingly clear that PARP1's influence on gene expression is not limited to initiation. Indeed, PARP1 is now
known to be involved in many steps of the RNA life cycle from biogenesis to splicing to post-transcriptional processing.
We focus on the association of PARP with RNA and novel roles of PARP in RNA biogenesis and metabolism.

2 | DOMAIN FUNCTIONS OF PARP

Aside from histones, the most abundant nuclear proteins are the PARP family of enzymes (Virag & Szabo, 2002).
PARPs catalyze the transfer of an ADP-ribose (ADPr) moiety from the oxidized form of nicotinamide adenine dinucleo-
tide (NAD+) to a target molecule. This deposition can be mono, branched, or linear and depends on the PARP family
member involved, as well as the cellular context. Only a few of the PARPs (PARP1, 2, 5A, 5B) are capable of true poly-
merization (PARylation) while the majority, transfer only a single ADPr (Barkauskaite et al., 2015; Leung, 2014; Vyas &
Chang, 2014) (MARylation) onto target molecules. For many years it was thought that ADPr transfer (MARylation and
PARylation) occurred only on proteins via ester linkage at 7 amino acid residues (asparagine, aspartic acid, glutamic
acid, arginine, lysine, serine, and cysteine) (Bonfiglio, Colby, & Matic, 2017; Daniels, Ong, & Leung, 2017; Palazzo
et al., 2018; Vyas & Chang, 2014). However, recent studies now show MARylation and PARylation occurring on DNA
(Munnur, Bartlett, et al., 2019; Munnur, Somers, et al., 2019; Talhaoui et al., 2016), RNA (Munnur, Bartlett, et al., 2019),
antibiotics (reviewed in Palazzo, Mikoc, and Ahel (2017)), and other small molecules (Kirby & Cohen, 2019). This cova-
lent modification is degraded primarily by poly (ADP-ribose) glycohydrolase (PARG). The cellular levels of ADPrs
(mono and poly) are maintained by locally altering enzyme kinetics between PARP and PARG activity.

PARP activity has been demonstrated in all types of eukaryotic cells with the exception of yeast (Ame, Spenlehauer,
& de Murcia, 2004). Identification of the 18 members of the human PARP family has been either via homology and/or
direct observation of PARylation activity (Ame et al., 2004). While each PARP family member contains the PARylation
signature, they vary in the presence and composition of additional domains, hinting at distinct functional roles for the
PARP proteins. The large diversity of PARPs in humans confounds studies that attempt to elucidate the function of
PARPs. More so, though human PARPs have different domains, the catalytic domain is highly conserved, making cata-
lytic inhibitors selective to individual PARPs impossible. The Drosophila genome on the other hand, which encodes
only PARP (PARP1) and a Tankyrase, has become an ideal model for studying the function of PARP1.

PARP1, the most abundant and highly studied of the PARPs, is responsible for approximately 90% of PARylation
activity (Burkle, Diefenbach, Brabeck, & Beneke, 2005). PARP1 consists of three major functional domains: (a) an N-
terminal nucleic acid-binding domain containing three zinc fingers (Zn1, Zn2, Zn3), (b) a BRCT-containing auto-
modification domain, and (c) a C-terminal domain responsible for both protein interactions via a WGR subdomain as
well as PARylation via the catalytic domain (Figure 1a). Within this catalytic domain are two subdomains: an ADP-
ribosyltransferase subdomain that contains the active site and a fold that is conserved in all PARP family members and
a helical domain (HD) conserved in the DNA damage-dependent PARPs 1, 2, and 3 (Hottiger, Hassa, Luscher, Schuler,
& Koch-Nolte, 2010). Following DNA damage, PARP1 is activated, forms long, branched PAR chains, which are trans-
ferred onto its automodification domain, as well as target molecules. PARylation of PARP1 occurs at several residues
outside of the BRCT region (Gagne et al., 2005; Gagne et al., 2012), causing a conformational shift in PARP1's structure,
which results in its release from the damaged DNA substrate, and subsequent inactivation (Steffen, McCauley, &
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Pascal, 2016). Once released from the damaged DNA region, PARP1 aids in the shuttling and recycling of its associated
proteins (Ke, Zhang, Lv, Zeng, & Ba, 2019).

Despite decades of investigation into the mechanism of PARP1 activation and automodification, there remains con-
flict as to whether PARP1 binds its targets as a monomer or dimer (Alemasova & Lavrik, 2019). PARP1 likely acts in
both manners, depending on its target molecule. Especially, as PARP1 is known to interact with several substrates at
once, possibly using different domains or combinations of domains. Thus, depending on the context (binding partners),
PARP1 could be binding either as a monomer or a dimer. Furthermore, the activating partners of PARP1 vary,
encompassing damaged/structured DNA (Lonskaya et al., 2005; Potaman, Shlyakhtenko, Oussatcheva, Lyubchenko, &
Soldatenkov, 2005), nuclear proteins (Kim, Mauro, Gevry, Lis, & Kraus, 2004; Kraus, 2008; Kraus & Lis, 2003), and
post-translational modifications (Cohen-Armon et al., 2007), which all could change the mode of PARP1 binding in
non-active and activated circumstances.

Within the three main domains discussed above, PARP1 has six subdomains, which fold independently. These sub-
domains are separated by flexible linker regions, allowing for modular organization of domain-specific interactions with
a particular substrate (Eustermann et al., 2015). This dynamic organization thus allows the multifunctionality of the
PARP1 protein. For example, the Zn1, Zn3, WGR, and catalytic domains converge on double-stranded DNA breaks
(Langelier, Planck, Roy, & Pascal, 2012; Langelier, Servent, Rogers, & Pascal, 2008) while the Zn1, Zn2 domains cooper-
ate to respond to nicked DNA (Eustermann et al., 2015) (Figure 1b). PARP1 can also be activated through C-terminal
interactions with proteins, such as H4 (Thomas et al., 2019).

Newer studies have identified PARPs in RNA-binding (Guetg, Scheifele, Rosenthal, Hottiger, & Santoro, 2012;
Matveeva, Al-Tinawi, Rouchka, & Fondufe-Mittendorf, 2019; Matveeva, Mathbout, & Fondufe-Mittendorf, 2019;
Melikishvili, Matveeva, & Fondufe-Mittendorf, 2017). Since it is now widely accepted that RNA is an integral compo-
nent of chromatin (reviewed in Li and Fu (2019)) with functional and regulatory roles, the finding of PARP1 binding to
both RNA and DNA is not surprising. While these studies have shown that PARP1 binds to RNA, the questions of
which domains are involved in PARP1-RNA binding and whether RNA binding is able to activate PARylation are still
controversial (Kim et al., 2019; Nakamoto, Rudolph, Wuttke, & Luger, 2019). Full-length PARP1 binds to both DNA
and RNA, with a preference for DNA. Additionally, Melikishvili, Chariker, Rouchka, and Fondufe-Mittendorf (2017)
showed that deletion of the known DNA-binding domain Zn1, Zn2, converted PARP1 from a DNA binding to an RNA
binding protein, suggesting a role for Zn3 in RNA binding (Huambachano, Herrera, Rancourt, & Satoh, 2011). How-
ever, PARP1 does not have the typical RNA recognition motif (RRM), thus it is not known what regions PARP1 uses to
bind RNA. In an attempt to define the RNA binding domain, Melikishvili, Chariker, et al. (2017), using several deletion
mutants of PARP1 domains, showed that all the domains of PARP1 were still capable of binding RNA, suggesting that
these domains all contribute to PARP1-RNA binding. Specifically, it suggests that perhaps PARP1 utilizes different
domain combinations to recognize RNA structures, as seen in its ability to distinguish between SS and DS DNA breaks
(Langelier et al., 2008; Langelier et al., 2012). Collectively these studies suggest that while all domains are capable of
binding RNA, Zn3 and the remaining C-terminal end of PARP1 are the most important for RNA interactions.

FIGURE 1 PARP1 domain structure. (a) PARP1 is composed

of three main regions, consisting of six independently folded

domains connected by flexible linker regions. The N-terminal

nucleic acid-binding region contains three zinc finger domains

(Zn1, Zn2, Zn3). The BRCA C-terminus (BRCT)-containing

automodification domain lies in the PARP1 interior. The C-terminal

region contains an additional nucleic acid-binding motif

tryptophan-glycine–arginine-rich (WGR) as well as the catalytic

domain, which is made up of an alpha helical subdomain and the

highly conserved PAR signature subdomain. (b) PARP1 adopts a

collapsed conformation for variable substrate recognition during

activation (Langelier, Zandarashvili, Aguiar, Black, & Pascal, 2018;

Rudolph, Mahadevan, Dyer, & Luger, 2018)
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Our results showing that PARP1's Zn3 is important for its in-vitro, is consistent with other studies that use deletion
mutants to detail PARP1's RNA binding characteristics (Desroches & Denault, 2019; Guetg et al., 2012; Huambachano
et al., 2011). However, despite the importance of Zn3, in its absence, PARP1 is still able to bind RNA (Melikishvili, Cha-
riker, et al., 2017), suggesting that other regions of PARP1 also might be contributing to its RNA binding function.
Indeed, the WGR domain (Huambachano et al., 2011) and the BRCA C-terminus (BRCT) domain (Desroches &
Denault, 2019) of PARP1 have also been implicated in RNA binding. Other PARP family members have been shown to
bind RNA using different domains. For instance, PARP7, PARP12, and PARP13 bind RNA through CCCH ZnFs while
PARP10 and PARP14 have RRMs (Bock, Todorova, & Chang, 2015). PARP1 and PARP2 do not have any of the above
domains yet they bind RNA. PARP2 lacks the N-terminal ZnFs and the BRCT domain found in PARP1, but shares high
homology in its C-terminal end, which contains both tryptophan-glycine–arginine-rich (WGR) and CAT domains.
Leger, Bar, Savic, Santoro, and Hottiger (2014) showed that PARP2 binds rRNA intermediates with its SAF-A/B Acinus
and PIAS (SAP) motif located in its N-terminal domain. Interestingly, while we show that the deletion of PARP1's N-
terminal ZnFs shifts PARP1 from a DNA binder to an RNA binder, Leger et al.'s deletion of PARP2 N-terminal SAP
domain completely abolishes its ability to bind rRNA intermediates even though the homologous C-terminal region
remains intact. It is possible that, while the differences in PARP1 and PARP2 C-terminal regions are few, they are sig-
nificant for RNA binding. These results suggest that multiple domains could be important in PARP1-RNA binding, and
more detailed studies will be needed to comprehensively determine the PARP1-RNA binding domains and their
contributions.

Recent studies have identified several RNA substrates that activate PARP1 or PARP2 during cellular processes
(Chen, Kassab, Dantzer, & Yu, 2018; Huambachano et al., 2011; Kim et al., 2019). However, activation of PARP1 by
RNA was recently disputed in an in vitro study (Nakamoto et al., 2019). It is possible that RNA activation of PARylation
could be dependent on the particular PARP isoform, since several other PARPs (PARP10, PARP11, PARP15, TRPT1)
were recently shown to MARylate phosphorylated ends of RNA (Munnur, Somers, et al., 2019). On the other hand,
since PARP1 can act as a scaffold between RNA and effector proteins (Desroches & Denault, 2019), it is possible that
activation is through these effector proteins. More detailed studies will be needed to unravel the exact mechanisms and
functional outcomes of PARP-RNA interactions in vivo.

3 | THE ROLE OF PARP1 IN TRANSCRIPTIONAL REGULATION

The levels of a transcript are regulated at several critical steps in RNA biogenesis and stability of the transcript, both of
which cumulate in determining the amount of protein eventually generated. RNA biogenesis starts with transcriptional
initiation, followed by elongation, splicing, processing, and eventually export of the mature mRNA to the cytoplasm for
translation. PARP1 plays a role in almost all of these steps.

3.1 | PARP1's role in transcription initiation

For transcription initiation to occur, RNA polymerase and transcription factors must access promoter DNA sequences
present in chromatin. Thus, for transcription to take place, the chromatin structure needs to be remodeled to become
accessible to these regulatory proteins. PARP regulates transcription initiation by triggering and maintaining changes
in chromatin structure as well as through direct recruitment of transcription factors.

3.1.1 | Regulation of local chromatin decondensation

PARP1 binds near the promoters of transcriptionally active genes, where it outcompetes the repressive histone H1 to
drive gene expression (Krishnakumar et al., 2008; Krishnakumar & Kraus, 2010b). In response to certain developmental
and environmental cues, PARP1 PARylates histones opening the chromatin structure to allow binding of the transcrip-
tional machinery (Martinez-Zamudio & Ha, 2012; Schiewer & Knudsen, 2014) (Figure 2a). In addition, PARP1 PAR-
ylates the lysine demethylase 5B (KDM5B) inhibiting KDM5B's ability to bind to chromatin, preventing demethylation
of H3K4me3, with consequences in gene expression maintenance (Krishnakumar & Kraus, 2010b). In support of
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PARP1's role in gene activation, PARP1 PARylates DNMT1, inhibiting its DNA methylation activity (Althaus, 2005;
Caiafa, Guastafierro, & Zampieri, 2009; Ciccarone et al., 2012). This interplay of PARP1 and DNA methylation was seen
in a genome-wide analysis showing that PARP1 preferentially localizes at hypomethylated regions with active histone
marks (Nalabothula et al., 2015). However, how PARP1 is recruited to specific regions to drive gene expression is still
unknown.

A recent study (Hau et al., 2017) shows that at the start of differentiation of neural progenitor cells to neurons, pre-
B cell leukemia homeobox 1 and myeloid-like eco-integration site transcription factors cooperate to recruit PARP1 to
loosen the chromatin structure. Interestingly, this recruitment of PARP1 results in PARylation and removal of the
repressive H1 to drive expression of genes critical for neuronal cell fate maintenance. It therefore seems as if PARP1
acts in a context-specific manner. Thus, understanding whether PARP1 acts by itself or in association with other factors
is critical in understanding its function in gene regulation. Some studies have demonstrated that nuclear factors impor-
tant in transcription allosterically regulate PARP1 activity. These factors include non-histone chromatin-associated pro-
teins, such as HPF1 (Suskiewicz et al., 2020), HMGM1 (Masaoka et al., 2012), YB-1 (Alemasova & Lavrik, 2019),
canonical, and variant histone proteins (Kozlowski et al., 2018; Nusinow et al., 2007), as well as modified histones, such
as phosphorylated H2Av (Cohen-Armon et al., 2007; Kotova, Jarnik, & Tulin, 2010; Thomas et al., 2019). These results
suggest that PARP1 mediates a context-specific activation of gene expression. However, it is still not known which
PARP1 interacting partners or which of its domains regulate its activation to drive specific transcription initiation
programs.

FIGURE 2 Poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase (PARP) in transcription initiation. PARP regulates transcription initiation by (a) promoting

local chromatin loosening at active genes; (b) acting as a canonical transcription factor through direct binding of promoter sequences; (c)

acting as a co-factor for other transcription factors; (d) influencing long range chromatin structure; and (e) altering the DNA-binding

capabilities of transcription factors
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3.1.2 | H4-dependent activation of PARP1

Transcription factors such as YY1 (Doetsch, Gluch, Poznanovic, Bode, & Vidakovic, 2012; Oei & Shi, 2001a) and his-
tones have been reported to stimulate PARP1 activity during transcriptional activation. It seems as if this activation by
different factors occurs with the help of different PARP1 domains. For instance, PARP1 activation by transcription fac-
tor YY1 involves the BRCT domain, whereas its C-terminal is important for its activation by the N-terminal tail of H4
(Pinnola, Naumova, Shah, & Tulin, 2007; Thomas et al., 2016). Therefore, activation of PARP1 by transcription factors
gives proper local, spatio-temporal control critical for selective PARP1 transcriptional regulation. In the case of activa-
tion by H4, which is present across the genome, specification of when and where PARylation occurs is likely regulated
by dynamic structural composition of surrounding nucleosomes. For example, PARP1 can be localized to promoter
regions by a preference for binding nucleosomes containing histone variants such as H2Av and macroH2A1 (Ciccarone,
Zampieri, & Caiafa, 2017), which gives its constituent nucleosome a larger PARP1 interacting surface. And the H2A
subunits in nearby nucleosomes then act as a brake, preventing the spread of PARylation to nearby nucleosomes, thus
setting up chromatin domains (Ciccarone et al., 2017). Nearby histone PTMs such as H2AK5Ac can release the H2A
inhibition and help position PARP1 in an active conformation by increasing its interaction with H4. Further, it was
shown that post-translational modifications on H2Av, H2A, and H4 also can promote H4 ability to activate PARP1
(reviewed in Kotova et al. (2010); Thomas et al. (2016)).

Activation of PARP1 can be long and continuous as in the case of H4-mediated PARP1 activation during transcrip-
tion. Such prolonged activation ensures a sustained open chromatin state required for transcriptional activity. On the
other hand, the recognition of DNA damage by the PARP1-DBD initiates a highly activated but brief state of PARP1
activity specific to the transient nature of DNA repair (Thomas et al., 2019). Furthermore, cooperation between the C-
terminal domain with the DBD during H4 dependent activation directs PARP1 to promoter regions by “walking” (scan-
ning) along the DNA (Rudolph et al., 2018; Thomas et al., 2019). PARP1 therefore appears to act as a tightly regulated
switch, opening up chromatin to initiate transcription in response to multiple environmental and cellular cues.

3.1.3 | PARP1 regulates 3D chromosomal structure

PARP1's influence on chromatin structure is not limited to local activity on histones. A recent flurry of papers shows
that PARP1 also regulates large scale 3D organization of the genome through interaction with CCCTC-binding factor
(CTCF), the genome's 3D master regulator (Corces & Corces, 2016). PARP1 co-localizes with CTCF at specific sites
(Nalabothula et al., 2015). Additionally, CTCF directly induces PARP1's PARylation activity in the absence of DNA
damage, suggestive of an interaction between these two proteins in vivo (Yu et al., 2004). Both proteins seem to help
each other's activities, as PARP1 stabilizes the binding of CTCF to DNA (Lupey-Green et al., 2018), and in so doing,
CTCF stimulates PARP1 activity (Guastafierro et al., 2008). Both activities then cooperatively open up the chromatin
structure for gene expression at specific gene target. On the other hand, PARP1 PARylates CTCF controlling the tran-
scription of imprinted genes and ribosomal DNA (Yu et al., 2004; Zlatanova & Caiafa, 2009). PARylation of CTCF
would facilitate the regulation of intra-chromosomal interactions, suggesting an involvement of PARP1 in regulating
chromatin loop formation. Such interactions of PARP1 and CTCF would help to maintain or mediate changes at
boundaries of long-range chromatin states (Lupey-Green et al., 2018; Ong & Corces, 2014; Yu et al., 2004) (Pugacheva
et al., 2020).

3.1.4 | Co-regulatory function of PARP1

PARP1 can act as a classical transcription factor, binding directly to promoters of cTnT (Huang et al., 2004), HTLV-I
(Zhang, Hildebrandt, Simbulan-Rosenthal, & Anderson, 2002), and Reg (Akiyama et al., 2001) to regulate transcription
(Figure 2b). PARP1 can also interact directly with transcription factors to enhance, inhibit or alter their DNA binding
ability (Krishnakumar & Kraus, 2010a; Lin, Tang, Zhu, Shu, & Han, 2011). In doing so, it acts as a co-activator or co-
repressor depending on its binding partner (Figure 2c–e). For instance, PARP1 co-activates B-MYB (Cervellera &
Sala, 2000; Kraus & Lis, 2003; Musa, Aynaud, Mirabeau, Delattre, & Grunewald, 2017), and together they activate AP-
2-mediated transcription (Erener, Hesse, Kostadinova, & Hottiger, 2012). PARP1 also co-activates NF-κB transcription
factor, contributing to the transcription activation of a subset of NF-κB target genes (Erener, Petrilli, et al., 2012). Other
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studies show that PARP1 is not only recruited, but in a sequence-specific manner it co-binds with other transcription
factors to drive particular gene expression patterns. Several examples include its sequence-specific co-binding with
TEF1 at MCAT1 elements to regulate muscle-specific gene expression (Hu et al., 2013; Morales et al., 2014). PARP1 also
interacts with transcription factors YY1 (Oei & Shi, 2001b), E47 (Dear et al., 1997), and p53 (Fischbach et al., 2018;
Wiman, 2013). Thus, it is possible that PARP1 is specifically recruited to regions close to transcription factor binding
sites to regulate gene expression, or that PARP1 acts as a scaffold, recruiting and PARylating transcription factors (Fig-
ure 2e) to effect specific gene expression. More studies will be needed to tease out PARP1's co-regulatory activity in a
context-dependent manner.

Though earlier studies have shown PARP1 involvement in chromatin remodeling, transcription activation, and
repression, a consensus among these functions remains poorly understood. PARP1 spatial localization on the human
genome landscape would provide extremely valuable insights for understanding how PARP1 coordinates maintenance
of chromatin architecture with gene expression regulatory networks.

3.2 | PARP1 and its role in regulation of RNA polymerase II elongation

Aside from its role in structurally enabling loading of RNAPII onto DNA to initiate RNA synthesis, PARP1 also appears
to be intimately involved in pausing RNAPII during elongation (Gibson et al., 2016; Matveeva, Al-Tinawi, et al., 2019;
Vispe, Yung, Ritchot, Serizawa, & Satoh, 2000). Early RNAPII pausing is an important transcriptional checkpoint
needed to ensure proper recruitment of splicing factors prior to elongation. If this goes awry, it results in defects in gene
expression levels and propagation (Akhtar et al., 2019). The early elongation complex is under the control of pausing
factors DSIF/Negative elongation factor (NELF) (DRB sensitivity-inducing factor and negative elongation factor), which
stall RNAPII by binding nascent RNA. Release factors must then be recruited to disengage NELF from RNAPII before
entry into productive elongation is permitted. Failure to release NELF results in termination of synthesis. Therefore,
factors that promote the release of RNAPII from NELF should determine the rate of RNA synthesis (Adelman &
Lis, 2012). Indeed, rapid pause and release is associated with higher levels of gene expression (Gressel, Schwalb, &
Cramer, 2019; Vihervaara et al., 2017). PARP1 has been implicated in regulation of RNAPII pausing (Ji & Tulin, 2009,
2013; Matveeva et al., 2016; Matveeva, Al-Tinawi, et al., 2019; Petesch & Lis, 2012b). Through a clever analog sensitive
PARP approach, Gibson et al. (2016) identified NELF components as targets of PARP1 activity in mammalian cells.
PARylation of NELF-E by PARP1 inhibits its RNA binding, causing NELF to release RNAPII pausing, thereby promot-
ing, productive elongation. Interestingly, PARylation of NELF-E is dependent on phosphorylation, thus PARP1 and
CDK9 (a member of the P-TEFb) kinase colocalize at low levels of RNAPII pausing. Depletion of PARP1 resulted in
increased RNAPII pausing (Gibson et al., 2016). Additionally, PARP1 blocked transcription (pause RNAPII) itself by
binding pre-mRNA, and only after PARP1 becomes automodified is this block released (Vispe et al., 2000). Together
these data present a picture where PARP1 and NELF-E bind to nascent pre-mRNA at the site of RNAPII pausing. After
PARP1 activation, RNAPII is released from pausing, which unclasps NELF-E and PARP1's grip on the pre-mRNA all-
owing RNAPII to continue with elongation (Figure 3).

3.3 | PARP1's regulation of co-transcriptional alternative splicing

Once RNAPII transitions from the paused state at a promoter to productive elongation, its progression through the gene
body faces other barriers. This is supported by frequent RNAPII pausing that occurs throughout transcription (Kwak,
Fuda, Core, & Lis, 2013; Mayer et al., 2015). Intragenic transcriptional pausing generates opportunities for the regula-
tion of RNA processing—specifically, splicing. Recent findings suggest that alternative splicing (AS) is mediated
through epigenetic processes. As evidenced, specific histone modifications, DNA methylation, and nucleosome posi-
tioning have all been implicated in splice choice selection (Allemand, Batsche, & Muchardt, 2008; Aslanzadeh, Huang,
Sanguinetti, & Beggs, 2018; de la Mata et al., 2011; Gelfman & Ast, 2013; Gelfman, Cohen, Yearim, & Ast, 2013; Haque
& Oberdoerffer, 2014; Luco et al., 2010; Nieto Moreno, Giono, Cambindo Botto, Munoz, & Kornblihtt, 2015; Schor,
Gomez Acuna, & Kornblihtt, 2013; Shayevitch, Askayo, Keydar, & Ast, 2018; Xu, Zhao, Olson, Prabhakara, &
Zhou, 2018). Thus proteins that modulate chromatin structure, such as PARP1, are likely to regulate AS. Supporting
this idea is the recent finding that PARP1 is an AS regulator (Matveeva et al., 2016; Matveeva, Al-Tinawi, et al., 2019).
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PARP1's new role in AS has led to a proposed model whereby PARP1 is implicated in a network of interactions between
RNA and chromatin to regulate AS.

3.3.1 | PARP1 chromatin association in alternative splicing

PARP1 binds nucleosomes at target exon/intron boundaries and PARP1 knockdown (KD) or inhibition of its PAR-
ylation activity results in specific AS patterns (Figure 4). Interestingly, the AS patterns provoked by PARP1 KD, differ
from those due to PARylation-inhibition. These results suggest that PARP1's physical association with chromatin struc-
ture directly affects splicing decisions, while PARP1 PARylation may regulate splicing indirectly through the PAR-
ylation of splicing factors (Ji & Tulin, 2009, 2013) and/or through the PARylation of histones (Karch, Langelier, Pascal,
& Garcia, 2017; Yang et al., 2020).

Two non-mutually exclusive models have been proposed to explain how chromatin structure regulates AS. In the
kinetic model, the chromatin structure regulates the speed of RNAPII elongation to influence splicing outcomes (de la
Mata et al., 2003; Hsin & Manley, 2012; Ip et al., 2011; Jonkers & Lis, 2015; Lenasi & Barboric, 2010; Saldi, Fong, &
Bentley, 2018) and in the adaptor/recruitment model, chromatin or its associated factors recruit splicing factors, bridging
chromatin to nascent mRNAs (Jabre et al., 2019) to direct/orchestrate splicing choices. Recent studies suggest that
PARP1 could act in both models. In support of the kinetic model, PARP1-chromatin structure creates a barrier for
RNAPII elongation within genes (Matveeva, Al-Tinawi, et al., 2019). These results are consistent with previous studies
showing that the PARP1-chromatin complex creates a chromatin structure that pauses RNAPII at the heat-shock-gene
promoters (Petesch & Lis, 2012b). In support of the adapter/recruitment model, PARP1 binds pre-mRNA (Matveeva
et al., 2016; Melikishvili, Chariker, et al., 2017) and recruits splicing factor 3B1 (SF3B1), a U2 spliceosomal member
(Matveeva et al., 2016), possibly bridging the spliceosomal complex to RNA. Thus, PARP1 appears to be a major player
in AS regulation (Figure 4).

FIGURE 3 PARP1's role in transcription elongation. During RNAPII pausing, a chromatin associated PARP1 assists NELF by binding

to the nascent pre-mRNA. Partial phosphorylation of RNAPII carboxy-terminal domain (CTD) recruits the low complexity region of P-TEFb,

activating CDK9 (reviewed in Thomas et al. (2019)). To release RNAPII, CDK9 then hyperphosphorylates RNAPII's CTD and also

phosphorylates NELF-E. Phosphorylation of NELF-E then instigates PARylation of NELF-E by PARP1, which is also autoPARylated.

PARylation of NELF-E and PARP1 inhibit their RNA-binding, releasing both proteins from the nascent pre-mRNA, and allowing the

RNAPII complex to enter productive elongation. Splicing condensate is shown as the reddish structure
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While these studies have suggested PARP1-chromatin in AS, it is interesting that PARP1 could also directly recruit
or modify elongation factors to regulate RNAPII elongation. Thus, a kinetic understanding of PARP1-mediated recruit-
ment/assembly of elongation factors may also be key in delineating its role in regulating the rate of RNAPII elongation
and eventually, splicing. RNAPII elongation at promoters occurs sequentially—recruitment of the DSIF-NELF,
followed by recruitment of the Integrator complex. RNAPII elongation at promoters occurs sequentially, that is, recruit-
ment of the DSIF-NELF is followed by recruitment of the Integrator complex. For pause-release, this recruitment then
aids in recruitment of the positive elongation factor (pTEFb), followed by the super elongation complex (SEC) (Bar-
tholomeeusen, Xiang, Fujinaga, & Peterlin, 2012; Luo, Lin, Guest, et al., 2012; Luo, Lin, & Shilatifard, 2012) and
together, the pTEFb-SEC complex then acts as the central elongation scaffold (He, Pezda, & Zhou, 2006). PARP1 seems
to play roles in recruitment/assembly of this central scaffold. NELF (Petesch & Lis, 2012a) and ELL (a member of the
SEC complex) (Ardehali et al., 2009) were shown to regulate poised RNAPII transcription at the heat-shock promoter
through PARP1's stabilization of ELL to form a stable elongation complex (Huang et al., 2006). A kinetic understanding
of PARP1-mediated recruitment/assembly of elongation factors may be key in delineating its role in the rate of RNAPII
elongation and splicing.

In summary, determining the factors regulating the rate-limiting steps in transcriptional control is fundamentally
important for understanding the mechanisms that govern transcription. While studies in unicellular organisms have
pointed to “initiation” as the rate-limiting step in transcription, a large body of work in metazoans indicates that the
transition to productive transcriptional elongation also constitutes a critical step. Despite these advances, much remains
unknown about how the PARP1-chromatin complex mechanistically regulates and coordinates RNAPII elongation,
RNA, and splicing factors to regulate co-transcriptional splicing.

3.3.2 | PARP1 regulating the activity of RNA binding proteins in splicing

PARP1's role in splicing is not limited to transcriptional kinetics. A large body of evidence suggests that PARP1 can also
impact splicing through modifying the functioning of RNABP. The recruitment model of alternative splicing posits that
the types of splicing factors present on pre-mRNA during processing primarily inform splicing choices. Three major
types of RNABP are involved in splicing: small nuclear ribonucleoproteins (snRNP), SR proteins (SRP), and heteroge-
neous ribonucleoproteins (hnRNP).

FIGURE 4 PARP1 and co-

transcriptional alternative

splicing. PARP1 associates with

chromatin at intron/exon

boundaries. PARP1 can

influence splicing decisions by

(1) controlling RNAPII

elongation kinetics and (2) once

RNAPII passes, PARP1-

chromatin reassembles and can

bind to the nascent mRNA,

where it controls the

recruitment and RNA-binding

capacities of splicing factors at

splice sites. Splicing condensate

is shown as the yellowish

structure
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PARP-1 can functionally alter splicing factor activity through several ways: through (a) protein–protein interactions,
(b) PARylation of these splicing factors, and (c) non-covalent interactions of these proteins with ADP ribose polymers
(pADPr) via PAR binding motifs (PBMs) (Figure 5). Several proteomics approaches have identified multiple splicing
factors and RNA processing factors as part of the PARP1 interactome (Isabelle et al., 2010) PARylated by PARP1
(Jungmichel et al., 2013; Zhen & Yu, 2018) or PAR-binding proteins (Teloni & Altmeyer, 2016). Expectedly, many of
these RNABPs are differentially targeted by PARP1 in a cell-type-specific manner, consistent the idea of cell-type-spe-
cific differential alternative splicing (Zhen & Yu, 2018).

Currently, PARP1 regulation of core spliceosomal snRNP is limited to its direct interaction with U2. PARP1 stably
binds to the SF3B1 subunit of the U2 RNP complex, recruiting U2 to PARP1-nucleosomes near splice sites. This recruit-
ment is through direct PARP1–SF3B1 interaction, rather than on PARylation, as knockdown of PARP1, and not PAR-
ylation inhibition, diminishes SF3B1 association with PARP1-nucleosomes (Matveeva et al., 2016). In addition to direct
recruitment by PARP1, splicing factors are activated through PARylation (Gibson et al., 2016; Isabelle et al., 2010). This
PARylation of RNABPs can also alter RNABP function through inhibiting their ability to bind RNA/DNA as seen with
NELF-E and PARP1 itself (Gibson et al., 2016; Zlatanova & Caiafa, 2009). Furthermore, non-covalent binding of the
PAR moiety has been observed at many SRPs and hnRNPs. These proteins use a PAR-binding motif to bind PAR. The
conformation of PAR mimics nucleic-acid moieties leading to competition with RNA for binding. For instance, hnRNP
stably binds pADPr through a conserved PBM (Gagne et al., 2005). The PAR molecule then competes with the binding
of RNA at positively charged R-rich, RRM, and arginine/glycine-rich domain (RGG) motifs. As such, changes in the rel-
ative concentrations of PAR and RNA can therefore alter RNA-protein complexes (Krishnakumar & Kraus, 2010a) and
affect alternative splicing decisions (Ji & Tulin, 2013). This was demonstrated in Drosophila, showing that the splicing
factors Squid and hrp38, when bound to PAR, alter splicing choices through inhibition of their RNA binding. Indeed,
PAR binding inhibited splicing of the Hsrω-RC pre-mRNA intron, while it promoted splicing of the Ddc pre-mRNA
intron (Ji & Tulin, 2009). These findings align with those examining PARP1 kinetic regulation of splicing and under-
score the importance of epigenetic context in understanding PARP influence on alternative splicing both in terms of
transcriptional kinetics as well as in recruitment of splicing factors. In summary, these results suggest that splicing deci-
sions are made by a host of factors where competition and local abundance likely play a factor. Complicating the activi-
ties of PAR, reading of these PAR signals by PAR-binding proteins (Thomas et al., 2019) constitutes a novel and
interesting aspect of PAR biology that is still very much in its infancy.

hnRNPs and SRPs regulate many other aspects of the mRNA life cycle including transcriptional initiation and elon-
gation, nuclear export, mRNA stability, all contributing to the translational efficiency of mRNA to proteins (Geuens,
Bouhy, & Timmerman, 2016; Gittings et al., 2019). As a result, their functions can change based on their subcellular
localization. Therefore, control of the intracellular transport and localization of these proteins is critical to the fate of
the cell. Due to their transient nature, post-translational modifications are well suited for spatiotemporal regulation of
proteins and are commonly involved in transport of RNABP. PARylation of hnRNP A1 regulates its translocation to the

FIGURE 5 PARylation and modes of PARP1

interactions. Upon activation, PARP1 can influence protein

functions through either covalent PARylation of target

proteins or through non-covalent interactions after

autoPARylation. PAR associates with RNA binding domains

where it competes for binding with target RNA. PARG then

degrades PAR to mono ADP-ribose, which can then be

further digested by ADP-ribosyl hydrolase 3 or TARG (not

shown)
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cytoplasm. However, a majority of what is known of PARP1's role in RNABP subcellular localization involves non-cova-
lent interactions with pADPr. PARylation of these RNABPs can influence their shuttling to different regions of the cell
with functional consequences. A clear example is seen with the PAR-dependent shuttling of TARG1 from nucleolar to
nucleoplasm during DNA damage (Butepage et al., 2018). It will be interesting to determine the many RBPs whose
localization is modulated by PAR.

3.4 | RNA poly-A regulation and RNA export by PARP1

The final process in generation of mature mRNAs consists of endonucleolytic cleavage by a polyadenylation factor and
the synthesis of the poly(A) tail by poly (A) polymerases (PAP). Polyadenylation is a highly regulated process that com-
pletes the maturation of nearly all eukaryotic mRNAs controlling their turnover and nuclear export. During thermal
stress, PARP1 binds and PARylates PAP, resulting in its dissociation from RNA, and decreased global polyadenylation
(Di Giammartino, Shi, & Manley, 2013). This decreased polyadenylation would then impact RNA stability/turnover
and export, resulting in decreased protein translation efficiency.

Eukaryotic gene expression requires export of protein-coding mRNAs and non-coding RNA molecules from the
nucleus to the cytoplasm. The major classes of cellular RNAs are exported as RNA–protein complexes, comprising RBPs
and receptor proteins that interact with the nuclear pore complexes (Bjork & Wieslander, 2017). PARP1 has been impli-
cated in mRNA export mediated by the chromosome maintenance region 1 receptor (reviewed in Ke et al. (2019)).
Aside from the receptors, other complexes mediate mRNA export. One such complex is the THO/TREX complex, which
is required for nuclear export of mRNA and is coupled to transcriptional elongation (Heath, Viphakone, & Wil-
son, 2016). Subunits of the THO/TREX complex, specifically, the THO subunits 1, 2, 5, and 6, were identified by mass
spectrometry as part of the PARP1 interactome (Isabelle et al., 2010; Miyazaki et al., 2014). THOC4 is highly PARylated
in all breast cancer cells (Zhen & Yu, 2018). PARylation of these subunits stimulated their interaction between key sub-
units of the THO/TREX complex. A complete elucidation of the composition, function, and interactions of PARP1 with
the THO/TREX complex will provide the framework for understanding the molecular basis of its role not only in
mRNA export but in how it might impact diseases due to defects in mRNA export.

3.5 | PARP1's role in mRNA stability

We recently showed a role of PARP1 in mRNA stability (Matveeva, Mathbout, et al., 2019). These results were in line
with the previous finding that PARP1 KD resulted in alternative spliced isoforms whose stability was also impacted.
Additionally, KD of PARP1 increased transcription of genes involved in NMD (Melikishvili, Chariker, et al., 2017), pos-
sibly linking PARP1 to the stability of these misspliced isoforms. In fact, NMD pathway controls the quality of mRNAs,
degrading unproductive spliced or aberrant transcripts in several organisms including Caenorhabditis elegans
(Mitrovich & Anderson, 2005), Saccharomyces cerevisiae (He et al., 2003; Sayani, Janis, Lee, Toesca, & Chanfreau, 2008),
and Drosophila (Hansen et al., 2009). Thus, if PARP1 is also important in this pathway, it might survey the quality of
mRNAs produced before they are exported out of the nucleus. In support of PARP1's role in mRNA stability, PAR-
ylation of HuR, a protein that binds to AREs, increases mRNA stability (Ke et al., 2017). While this idea that PARP1
would regulate mRNA stability and decay is exciting, the challenge that lies ahead is to determine the mechanism by
which it does so. It will also be worthwhile to determine and tease out direct vs. indirect roles of PARP1 in mRNA
stability.

3.6 | The role of PARP1 in ribosome biogenesis and translation

The nucleolus is a non-membrane bound compartment of the nucleus (Nunez Villacis et al., 2018) and serves as the site
for ribosome biogenesis including ribosome assembly and rRNA synthesis. Proper ribosome biogenesis leads to proper
protein translation. An impressive body of evidence has accumulated in recent years supporting the idea that dys-
regulation of ribosome biogenesis causes diseases now known as ribosomopathies (Kampen, Sulima, Vereecke, & De
Keersmaecker, 2020). Defects in factors that regulate ribosome biogenesis may lead to the development of these dis-
eases. PARP1 plays both a direct and an indirect role in proper functioning of the ribosome. PARP1 contains a
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nucleolar localization signal within its N-terminal domain (Meder, Boeglin, de Murcia, & Schreiber, 2005), and in the
absence of genotoxic stress about 40% of PARP1 locates to the nucleolus, suggesting a critical role for PARP1 in ribo-
somal biogenesis (Mortusewicz, Ame, Schreiber, & Leonhardt, 2007; Rancourt & Satoh, 2009). In Drosophila, PARP1 is
essential in functional nucleoli by stabilizing the general nucleolar architecture through the formation of complexes
with nucleolar proteins such as fibrillarin and nucleophosmin (Meder et al., 2005). Additionally, PARylation of TIP5, a
component of the nucleolar-remodeling complex, promotes silencing of rDNA chromatin during replication. This find-
ing uncovered a mechanism by which PARP1 ensures that silent rDNA regions are properly inherited (Guetg et al., 2012;
Isabelle et al., 2010). PARylation is also involved in all the major stages of ribosomal biogenesis, including pre-rRNA
processing, post-transcriptional modification, and pre-ribosome assembly. It was posited that it does so by directing
nucleolar proteins within proximity of pre-rRNA (Boamah, Kotova, Garabedian, Jarnik, & Tulin, 2012). PARP1's regula-
tion of nucleolar proteins has been identified in mammalian cells and this regulation occurs via distinct mechanisms.
PARP1 PARylation is required for localization of XRCC1 to the nucleolus while PARP1 regulation of WRN localization
is independent of its enzymatic activity and instead is dependent upon interactions with automodified PARP1 (Veith
et al., 2019). Meanwhile, PARP1 recruitment of DDX21 to the nucleolus operates in two steps. First, automodified
PARP1 interacts non-covalently with the RNA binding domain of DDX21. This close interaction with DDX21 allows
PARP1 to covalently PARylate DDX21 N-terminal, leading to nucleolar localization (Kim et al., 2019). Interestingly,
unlike Drosophila, mammalian PARP1 deficient cells are not altered in rRNA transcription efficiency (Meder
et al., 2005), possibly because of redundancy with the many other PARPs.

ADP-ribosylation could also disrupt ribosome assembly by interfering with the interaction between ribosomal pro-
teins and rRNA. One ribosomal subunit RPS8 was found to be extensively ADP-ribosylated in MDA-MB468 cells
(Zlatanova & Caiafa, 2009). The ADP-ribosylated isoform then binds to 28S rRNA (part of the 60S subunit) through an
inter-subunit bridge called eB11 (Kim et al., 2004). Disruption of this linkage could lead to weaker binding between sub-
units and disrupted ribosomal assembly. Finally, it has been shown that many ribosomal proteins are also PARylated,
and some have been identified as part of the PARP1 interactome, possibly impacting protein translation (Isabelle
et al., 2010). These studies are consistent with the finding that several ribosomal proteins are part of the PARP1 inter-
actome (Matveeva, Mathbout, et al., 2019). While several components of the ribosomal network have been shown to be
PARylated, a comprehensive catalog of PARylated ribosomal proteins, as well as steps in RNA biogenesis impacted
remains unknown. Since PARP1 plays a significant role in RNA biogenesis, future studies will be worthwhile to tease
out the steps in which PARP1/PARylation is critical. This is of great interest as disruption of ribosome biogenesis at any
of the steps can promote cell cycle arrest, senescence, or apoptosis which have been linked to disease pathogenesis.

4 | PARP1 AND REGULATION OF SUBCELLULAR
COMPARTMENTALIZATION

It is becoming clear that PARP1 is highly involved in the formation and composition of many membraneless sub-com-
partments in the cell, including the nucleolus (Kim et al., 2019), Cajal bodies (Kotova et al., 2010), histone locus bodies
(Duronio & Marzluff, 2017; Kotova et al., 2010), and stress granules (Duan et al., 2019) many of which are responsible
for processing, transport and recycling/turnover of ribonucleoprotein (RNP) complexes (Anko et al., 2012; Muller-
McNicoll & Neugebauer, 2013) (Figure 6). RNP granules can be formed through classic liquid–liquid phase separation
(LLPS), nucleation with a polymer, and through the bridging of long polymers (Peng & Weber, 2019). Post-translational
modifications often regulate their assembly and biomolecular makeup. Recent analysis of pADPr-interacting proteins
and PARylated proteins show enrichment for proteins containing low complexity regions, which facilitate phase separa-
tion of subcellular condensates (Gibson et al., 2016; Isabelle et al., 2010). Additionally, either altering the abundance of
PARP1, PARG or inhibition of PARylation would disrupt the spatiotemporal dynamics of these condensates
(Leung, 2020).

4.1 | Cajal bodies

Cajal bodies are transient nuclear condensates where the biogenesis and turnover of transcriptional and splicing RNP
complexes occur, including RNA polymerase. PARP1 activation and automodification are required to shuttle proteins
to Cajal bodies via interaction with pARDr via PBMs (Figure 6) (Kotova et al., 2010; Thomas et al., 2019). PARylation
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also controls Cajal body formation dynamics, promotes assembly of Cajal bodies, and cleavage of pADPr by PARG is
required for disassembly (Thomas et al., 2019). Therefore, a careful balance between PARylation and de-PARylation is
needed for proper biogenesis and turnover of transcriptional RNP complexes.

4.2 | Stress granules

RNA binding proteins can often form RNP granules through LLPS. Stress granules are RNP granules that form in
response to cellular stress and are involved in the pathology of many neurodegenerative diseases. Duan et al. (2019)
found that PARylation levels critically regulate the formation of stress granules containing RNABPs (hnRNP A1 and
TDP-43) involved in neurodegenerative disease. Additionally, PARP has two effects on hnRNP A1—covalent modifica-
tion of hnRNP A1 controls nucleocytoplasmic translocation, whereas interaction of hnRNP A1 PBM with pADPr con-
trols its association with stress granules and promotes demixing with TDP-43.

Other RNA binding proteins that drive some disease pathogenesis also mediate the formation of stress granules. For
instance, FUS is an RNA binding protein that facilitates cotranscriptional splicing (Mastrocola, Kim, Trinh,
Rodenkirch, & Tibbetts, 2013; Mortusewicz et al., 2007; Naumann et al., 2018). FUS is necessary for correct splicing of
developmental genes in frogs (Dichmann & Harland, 2012) and its depletion leads to the accumulation of phosphory-
lated RNAPII at transcriptional start sites, suggesting it is also necessary for proper transcriptional elongation (Schwartz
et al., 2012). Interestingly, FUS binds to pADPr in response to DNA damage (Singatulina et al., 2019) promoting con-
densate formation of concentrated DNA damage needed to promote efficient repair. Just as with Cajal bodies, the
dynamics of these FUS condensates are regulated by pADPr levels. As DNA is repaired, PARylation activity returns to
basal levels allowing PARG activity to effectively reduce pADPr leading to dissociation of the complex. Given the
involvement of FUS in splicing and RNAPII elongation it is possible that FUS and PARP1 cooperate to regulate tran-
scriptional and splicing condensates during RNA synthesis. Additionally, PARylation of RNAPII carboxy-terminal
domain (CTD) cooperates with its phosphorylation, to cause the CTD to disassociate from transcriptional initiation con-
densates into neighboring condensates containing elongation and splicing factors (reviewed in Maita and
Nakagawa (2020)). These data, combined with the knowledge that PARylation already regulates condensates that
impact RNAPII activity, suggest that PARPs play a role in transcriptional condensates.

5 | RNA METHYLATION ENHANCED LIQUID–LIQUID PHASE
SEPARATION

Recently, Ries et al. (2019) demonstrated that m6A modification on RNA enhances phase separation, and subsequently
affects a series of cellular biological processes. Interestingly, a recent study demonstrated that PARP1 helps to produce

FIGURE 6 PARP-1 regulation of subcellular condensates. (a)

PARP1 influences condensate composition through protein

shuttling. (b) PAR levels can regulate spatiotemporal dynamics of

condensates. (c) PARP1 recruitment of METTL3 may enhance phase

separation through hypermethylation of constituent RNA
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RNA with m6A RNA modifications at sites of DNA damage likely through recruitment of the m6A methyltransferase,
METTL3. This accumulation of poly-m6As on RNAs is required for transcriptional re-initiation at the DNA damage site
(Xiang et al., 2017). These studies thus provide another new area where PARP1 plays a significant role. More open ques-
tions arise: (a) Does this enhanced PARP1-mediated m6A RNA modification at damaged DNA sites occur only during
DNA damage or are there other environmental signals that can drive this as well? (b) Are there other proteins that aid
in mediating such activities of PARP1 at these sites? (c) Is this activity of PARP due to PARP itself or PARylation solely?
Given that addition of m6A occurs co-transcriptionally and is frequently transient in nature, it is possible that PARP1
works together with the m6A writer complex METTL3/14 to fine-tune nuclear droplet formation. The increased interest
in recent years has shown that PARP1 is biologically relevant in nearly every stage of RNA lifecycle, including impor-
tance of subcellular condensates.

6 | CONCLUSION

PARP1 has been implicated in many cellular processes such as DNA repair, transcription, and RNA biogenesis. We
focused on how PARP1 is involved in RNA biogenesis and metabolism. Our recent findings show PARP1 binding to
RNA (Melikishvili, Chariker, et al., 2017), which now adds PARP1 to the growing list of proteins that bind both DNA
and RNA to affect gene regulation (Hendrickson, Kelley, Tenen, Bernstein, & Rinn, 2016; Hudson & Ortlund, 2014).
These studies suggest that PARP1 is involved in a more intertwined gene regulatory network than has been previously
appreciated. Indeed, splicing is tightly integrated with gene transcription (Neugebauer, 2002; Shukla &
Oberdoerffer, 2012), and splicing has also been shown to control gene expression via nonsense-mediated (Glisovic, Bac-
horik, Yong, & Dreyfuss, 2008) or spliceosome-mediated (Haimovich et al., 2013) decay pathways. PARP1 has now been
shown to be involved in regulating several steps of RNA biogenesis, such as RNA metabolism (Gibson et al., 2016),
mRNA metabolism, protein synthesis (Caruso et al., 2018) and co-transcriptional splicing (Matveeva et al., 2016;
Matveeva, Al-Tinawi, et al., 2019). We also recently observed a role for PARP1 in mRNA stability and decay (Matveeva,
Mathbout, et al., 2019). Thus, we believe PARP1 acts as a genome “surveyor” with multiple roles for directing RNA and
DNA in gene regulation. However, more studies will need to be carried in out teasing out direct vs. indirect effects of
PARP1 in these processes. We also assume that these pleiotropic effects of PARP1 on RNA biogenesis are context
dependent. Thus, studies dissecting the temporal–spatial context-specificity of PARP1 and its activity will greatly
improve our understanding of this pleiotropic protein in the many steps of RNA biogenesis.
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